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 In this paper, hexa spacer damper is proposed and its vibration damping effect on the 765 
kV power transmission network under the influence of fluctuating wind (10-60 Hz) loading 
is validated. This asymmetrical loadings led the bundle of Zebra ACSR conductor to be 
twisted and hence, cause mechanical and electrical instabilities across the span length. 
These issues may be addressed using the undertaken spacer damper. This paper highlights 
design, development and field tests of the proposed solution. The product has been validated 
using CATIA V5 software tools and for the field trial - 27 numbers of these dampers have 
been placed at various sub-spans across the line at Hydro Québec Test Station, Canada. 
The damping efficiency has been recorded using system integrated data acquisition set up. 
The proposed products are an important item of overhead line hardware and are 
extensively used to ensure that bundled conductors to provide mechanical and electrical 
performance reliability in service. 
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List of Symbols and Acronyms 

A  Area of cross-section  
vmvm BA ,, ,  Sub-span integration constants  

mC  Velocity of wave 
D  Diameter of conductor 
E  Conductors’ Young modulus of elasticity 
EI  Conductors’ flexural rigidity  

Df  Forces of aerodynamic for damping 

Wf  
Forces of wind over sub-conductor  

I  Inertia moment 

nl  Length for sub-spans  

L  Span length  

m  Motions’ plane for sub-conductors  

P  Arms of damper  

Q  Quantity of damper 

12 −kT  
Tension in (2k-1)th sub-conductor 

mT  Maximum value of tension  

v  Interval of sub-span length 

x  Location of spacer damper 

bY  Amplitude of bending  

ρ  Conductor s’ material density  

vmvm ,, ,ωω ′′
 

Vibration limits at clamped support 

P-P Peak-to-peak 

RIV Radio interference voltage 

1. Introduction 
Today, energy has become prime necessity of growing 

population’s livelihood and simultaneously reliability of the 
transmission network is vital for uninterrupted power supply 
service [1]. It’s quite common to transmit the power at higher 
voltage level (like HV, EHV and UHV) for keeping the various 
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losses within the permissible limits [2]. Thus, application of 
conductor bundling is widely adopted method to nullify the 
impact of voltage gradient, and hence reduction in cascading 
losses causes by radio interference and corona and meeting 
economical aspects of project deployment. The conductor 
bundling is get affected due to wind and ice load twisting effect, 
which may further led to interruption in transmission service [3-
5]. For transmission line there are various parameters are 
considered at the time of erection and commissioning. Among all 
these parameters one of the most important thing is the vibration 
on the ACSR conductors [6, 7]. Most of the general issues are 
comes from this scenario even it affects communication lines too 
[8, 9]. The conductors are attached to the towers through rigid 
contacts for reducing the chances of failure, but if the wind speed 
is preferably higher then there might be extensive chances of 
vibration on the conductors. At this situation the rigid supports on 
the structure exerts shear force on the conductor and as a result 
they can fail. To get rid of this situation, we cannot apply some 
flexible coupling of the conductors on the tower to reduce the 
vibration effect. One most effective way to reduce it by 
application of spacer damper on the conductor, it is possible only 
if the conductors are very close to each other [10]. The spacer 
damper provides a constant space between the conductors as well 
as due to the damping characteristics of rubber padding on the 
arms it also provides an effective damping so that the chances of 
failure on the conductor coupling on the joint locations can be 
reduced. 

In continuation with introduction, remaining portion of the 
paper is presented as: construction overview has been studied in 
Section II and related mathematical derivation in Section III. The 
proposed spacer damper has been virtually modeled in Section IV. 
Thereafter, in Section V, a description of field experimentation 
has been presented. Finally, the current study has been concluded 
in Section VI. 

2. Constructional Overview 

The spacer damper is to be required for mainly keeping a safe 
distance between conductors’ bundle [11]. This type of damper is 
aluminum made rigid focal casing with numbers of arm count 
based on number of conductors in a bundle of particular 
transmission line [12]. In this study, a hexa spacer damper has 
been proposed for undertaken transmission line. Its shape is 
equilateral hexagon and the clamp body is made of aluminium (Al) 
alloy, which is connected with rigid frame at centre to provide 
effective gripping to the conductor. Major parts of the proposed 
damper have been presented in Table I. 

Table 1: Specification of major components involved in tests. 

S. 
No. 

Particulars Features Quantity 

1 Body of  clamp  Al alloy 1 
2 Arm of clamp  Al alloy 6 
3 Holding sleeve Al extrusion 6 
4 Cushion for damping  Neoprene rubber 6 

5 Washer Steel HDG 6 
Properties of applied conductor 
6 Diameter of applied conductor 28.6 mm 
7 Strands of ACSR conductor (Zebra) 54/7 
8 Applied conductors count 6 
9 Mass/ length of conductor 1.621 kg/m 
10 Maximum bending amplitude 265 μm 
11 Nominal tension of applied conductor  35 kN 
12 Rated value of tensile strength  131.9 kN 

 

For damping sub-conductors’ vibration energy at connecting 
point, an elastomeric bush has been used in-between clamp arms 
and supporting frame. And the spacer body too highly flexible in 
order to sustain such vibrations and damping. 

3. Mathematical Modeling 

In this section, mathematical modeling of the proposed 
solution has been carried out before initiating product 
development and applicable field testing. Here, Figure 1 shows 
the load application on the hexa-spacer damper. We have 
evaluated the load application and as per the design concept by 
the help of force component division we have applied the loads.  

 
Figure 1: Loading application on the main structure 

For the application of loads first on the manual mathematical 
calculation we have shown general mathematical expressions 
related to the vibration force and static loads due to the conductor 
weight. For the scenario of damping and loading three types of 
loadings are to be considering here these are elastic force, 
damping force and pounding force. The elastic force experienced 
by the system can be evaluated by a simple mass and spring 
system. The elastic forces in different directions can be taken as 
(1) - (3) [6, 13], 

3
24

32 kx
l

kxFkx −=  (1) 

3
24

32 ky
l

kyFky −=  (2) 

3
24

32 kz
l

kzFkz −=  (3) 
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where, k  represent spring constant and the l  is the effective 
length of the spring. For our case, we can assume the length of the 
arm is the length of the spring or damping damper device. 

The damping force is the internal force exerted by the damping 
device like the rubber padding on the coupling portions of the 
arms with the main body of the spaced damper. For mathematical 
evaluation some general formula can be followed, those are stated 
below (4) - (5) [6, 13] 

2
22 x

l
xcxcFcx


 −=  (4) 

2
22 y

l
ycycFcx


 −=  (5) 

2
2 z

l
zcFcx


=  (6) 

here, c  is the damping constant for the damping material 

provided on the product and x , y and z are velocities of the 
mass block for this case we can say the mass block is the attached 
conductor to the spacer damper.  

According to the Hertz’s contact law pounding force is stated 
by one dimensional but for our system we have evaluated this for 
two dimensional points of view. In the present study, safe spacing 
among six bundle conductors has been kept using hexa spacer 
damper across the span length as shown in Figure 2. In this 
diagram, dampers are positioned from the left side using nlx = , 

where, Qn .......,,2,1= . Total span length segmented into 1+Q  

sub-spans like 121 ,.....,, +∆∆∆ Qlll . Corresponding formulation 

for the conductor bundling has been illustrated in the succeeding 
section:   
This sub-conductor motion (i.e., transverse) of v -th sub-span 

)1,..........,2,1( += Qv  is formulated as by the transverse wave 
equation as presented in (6) [6, 13], 

),,(),(),(),( ,,,, tftxftxTtxA vmvmDWvmmvm ωωωωρ  +=′′−  (6) 

1,.........,3,2,1 +=∀ Qv   

Pm 2,.........,3,2,1=∀   

Thenafter, conductors’ homogeneous motion equation while 
ignoring the aerodynamic forces will be simplified as (7) [6, 13], 

0),(),( ,, =′′− txTtxA vmmvm ωωρ   (7) 

Here, considering both horizontal and vertical tension (i.e., 
,212 kk TT =−

where Pk ,......,2,1= ) to be same for the sub-

conductor. Therefore, segregation of dependent factors (like time 
and space) from the displacement quantity may be formulated as 
in (8) - (9) [6, 13] 

[ ]st
vvmvvm exWtx )(Re),( ,, =ω  (8) 







 −









+= cm
sxv

vm
cm
sxv

vmvvm eBeAxW ,,, )(  (9) 

where, among two different traveling waves of vx -direction; its 
negative one pertaining towards amplitude 

vmA ,
 while positive 

one 
vmB ,
 amplitude. 

 
Figure 2: Field test layout of the proposed damper. 

4. Virtual modeling of Spacer Damper  

Software simulation is one of the most effective solutions for 
getting the behavior of the product on loading conditions. Here, we 
have used CATIA V5R20 for its three-dimensional design with 
proper dimensions and have also performed its load simulation 
testing on this product. The loadings are basically compound 
loading on the structure and as per the loaded condition on the 
structure we are just showing the mechanical characteristic and its 
material properties has been presented in Table II. Since, we have 
to check the stability of the device in loaded condition therefore; 
we have to show the failure mode analysis. After selecting the 
material on the product the further step is to define the boundary 
conditions on the structure. Boundary conditions are the possible 
parameters taken as input for applying the loads on the above 
stated structure. If the boundary conditions are not specified 
properly then there will not be a meaning of actual load testing. 
Corresponding simulation results has been presented in Figure 3 - 
6. 

Table 2: Material parameters 

Material Aluminum 
Young's modulus 7e+010N_m2 

Poisson's ratio 0.346 
Density 2710kg_m3 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 2.36e-005_Kdeg 
Yield strength 9.5e+007N_m2 
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Figure 3: Applying boundary condition on the product  

 
Figure 4: Meshing and deformation for load application  

 

Figure 5: Stress concentration (Von-mises stress with color code scaling) 

 
Figure 6: Translational displacement (Deformation with color code scaling) 

5. Experimentation at Site  

With the increase in demand for electricity all over the world, 
the span and the number of bundle for transmission line are 
showing a trend of increase [14]. Thus, to improve reliability of 
765 kV transmission line spacer dampers (27 numbers) should be 
deployed across the transmission line as presented in Table III. The 
data acquisition sequence is chosen using software developed at 
IREQ based on LabVIEW programming language. The hardware 
used for the data acquisition is from National Instruments. The data 
acquisition system utilizes the most recent technology including 
fiber optic to carry the transducer signals which has low latency 
hence precise time graph analysis. Vibration amplitudes are 
measured according to industry standards [9]. The data acquisition 
loop begins with the acquisition of the weather data: more 
precisely wind velocity; azimuth and elevation as well as air 
temperature at a rate of 10 points per second (pts/sec) during 300 
sec.  

Table 3: Spacer damper installation across the undertaken transmission line. 

Span (m) Spacer  
damper counts 

Sub-span (m) 

150 3 30 - 47 - 43 - 30 
400 7 32 - 51 - 55 - 59 - 63 - 57 - 51 

- 32 
450 7 35 - 58 - 62 - 66 - 69 - 65 - 60 

- 35 
425 7 34 - 54 - 58 - 63 - 66 - 62 - 54 

- 34 
150 3 30 - 47 - 43 - 30 

Wind velocity, azimuth and elevation are measured using four 
ultrasonic anemometers [15, 16]. On the other hand, the processing 
or using the discrete spectral frequencies has been adopted. Only 
those recordings with an apparent frequency in the range between 
0.6 - 2.5 Hz were selected. In this paper, we have validated 
mechanical strength of the spacer damper to check sustainability 
of different body parts while conductors abnormality in 
oscillations.      

 

Figure 7:  Maximum P-P displacement in sub-span. 

In the field test, as part of apparent frequency the P-P amplitude 
is noted in Table IV as relentless cycle behavior. Thenafter, 
corresponding graphical analysis of the results is presented in 
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Figure 7. For further study (like - vector and matrix), the conductor 
has been considered as located at certain height with a maximum 
span ( i.e., 450 m) and getting affected under wind exposure. This 
particular circumstance reflecting actual field test oscillation effect 
on the installed spacer damper, which has been plotted in Figure 8 
to highlight wind exposition at the site. While covering this field 
test a wide range of velocities in various directions based on sub-
span oscillations and Aeolian vibrations have been taken. 
Furthermore, the bending-amplitude (RMS) of the conductor will 
be evaluated [17], and results are graphically compiled in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

Figure 8:  Wind-expositions’ polar plotting 

 

 

Table 4: Peak-peak displacement (maximum). 

Sub-span P-P displacement (mm) Maximum 

rmsYf  (mm/s) 

1 26 8.5 
2 60 10 
3 56 13 
4 59 11 
5 56 14 
6 79 12 
7 52 10 
8 28 7.8 

 

here, the bending-amplitude (RMS) value in sub-spans is recorded 
and then graphically presented in Figure 11. While, asses this 
particular graph, it may be seen that its variation is upto 80 mm/s 
value. 

The averaged value of rmsYf  which is 5 km/h at an interval of 10º 
is presented in Table 5. It has been found a variation of azimuth 
angle 270º - 280º with wind speed covering about 50- 55 km/h. 

 
Figure 9: Bending-amplitudes’ maximum (RMS) value. 

Table 5: Results of rmsYf   (maximum value)  

Sub-spans 
rmsYf  

(mm/s) 

Wind conditions 
Azimuth angle 
(o)  

Velocity  
( in km/h) 

1 4.4 270 - 280 50 - 55 
2 6.3 270 - 280 50 - 55 
3 6.1 270 - 280 50 - 55 
4 5.7 270 - 280 50 - 55 
5 6.4 270 - 280 50 - 55 
6 6.5 270 - 280 50 - 55 
7 5.6 280 - 290 45 - 50 
8 4.4 270 - 280 50 - 55 

6. Conclusions 

The product has been designed and validated using CATIA 
V5 software tools before initiating field trials. Since, we have 
applied the loads on the structure as per the weights of the 
conductors and according to those loading we have the output 
results for stress concentration and deformation therefore it is now 
very easy to conclude the mechanical load capacity of the 
proposed model. We have used a loading of 1621 kg per km of 
conductor, the span between two towers are 425m and according 
to that conductor weights will be 688.925kg. Now the usage of 
spacer dampers on this span is 7 so we can say each arm of the 
damper carrying a load of 98.417 kg in different modes like 
compression and tension. After application of this load we have 
found the maximum stress concentration on this product is 

26 /1007.5 mN× which is quite preferable for the product as well 
as the material used as Aluminum. Along with it for the compound 
load application the maximum deformation on the structure is 
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0.0327 mm. The value of deformation is very less. Therefore, as 
a final conclusion we can say the product is structurally strong 
enough to sustain the applied load on it. The proposed solution’s 
feasibility could be checked from Table 6.  

Table 6: Summary of recorded field results. 

Particulars Standards Findings 
Clamps peak-peak bending 
amplitude (max)  

< 398 μm 141 μm 

Clamps RMS bending 
amplitude (max)  

< 80 μm 29 μm 

Peak-peak (max) 
displacement for sub-span 
oscillations  

< 350 mm 79 mm 

rmsYf  (max) for sub-spans  < 80 mm/s 14 mm/s 

rmsYf  (mean) for site wind  < 70 mm/s 6.5 mm/s 
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Appendix 

The computational data associated with its design is presented 
in Appendix A. 
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Appendix A: Static Case Boundary Conditions. 

Sl. Computation Type Parameters Tensile Load  
1 Structure Number of nodes 936 

Number of elements 2061 
Number of DoF 2808 
Number of Contact relations 0 
Number of Kinematic relations 0 
Linear tetrahedron 2061 

2 Restraint Number of SPC 120 
3 Load Applied load resultant Fx (N) 2.478e-022 

Fy (N) -2.067e+003 
Fz (N) -3.475e+003 
Mx (Nm) -1.645e+002 
My (Nm) 1.390e+001 
Mz (Nm) -8.268e+000 

4 Constraint Number of constraints 120 
Number of coefficients 0 
Number of factorized constraints 120 
Number of coefficients 0 
Number of deferred constraints 0 

5 Singularity Number of local singularities 0 
Number of singularities in translation 0 
Number of singularities in rotation 0 
Generated constraint type MPC 

6 Stiffness Number of lines 2808 
Number of coefficients 41130 
Number of blocks 1 
Maximum number of coefficients per bloc 41130 
Total matrix size 0.48 Mb 

7 Factorized Method SPARSE 
Number of factorized degrees 2688 
Number of super-nodes 465 
Number of overhead indices 11328 
Number of blocks 1 
Number of Mflops for factorization 4.573e+000 
Number of Mflops for solve 3.735e-001 
Minimum relative pivot 2.032e-002 
Number of coefficients 90024 
Maximum front width 96 
Maximum front size 4656 
Size of the factorized matrix (Mb) 0.686829 
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